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Abstract  
 
It is well-known in elite cycling that a cyclist riding behind a car experiences a substantial reduction in 
aerodynamic resistance or drag. However, the upstream effect by a following car on the cyclist in front of it is 
not well-known and has, to the best of our knowledge, not yet been reported in the scientific literature. It is also 
not taken into account in elite cycling, as for individual time trials, the rules of the International Cycling Union 
(UCI) only specify a minimum distance between rider and car of 10 m because of safety reasons. Furthermore, 
during actual races, this limit is often not kept and not strictly enforced. Nevertheless, during individual time 
trials, there is always at least one, but often more, following cars, potentially influencing the cyclist drag. This 
study presents the results of CFD simulations and wind tunnel measurements to ascertain and quantify the 
upstream effect by a following car on the drag of the cyclist in front of it. CFD simulations are performed based 
on the steady-state Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations with the standard k-ε model for closure. The 
simulations are validated based on a series of wind tunnel measurements. The drag reduction for the cyclist 
ranges from 3.7% over 1.4% to 0.2% for realistic separation distances of 3, 5 and 10 m, respectively. For a 
typical 50 km individual time trial, the potential time reduction by exploiting this effect (e.g. by a car following 
the rider at this short distance versus no car behind) is 62.4s, 24.1s and 3.9 s, respectively. As elite cyclist time 
trials are often won based on seconds or sometimes even less, these differences can be decisive for who wins the 
stage. Therefore, it is recommended that the UCI not only raises its current minimum separation distance of 10 m 
to at least 30 m, but also strictly enforces it, to avoid this unwanted aerodynamic effect that can influence the 
outcome of the race. 
 
Keywords: Computational Fluid Dynamics; wind tunnel; aerodynamic cyclist drag; cycling aerodynamics; 
following car; numerical simulation 
 
1. Introduction 
 
“The greatest potential for improvement in cycling speed is aerodynamic” (Wilson 2004). At racing speeds 
(about 54 km/h or 15 m/s in time trails), the aerodynamic resistance or drag is about 90% of the total resistance 
(Kyle and Burke 1984; Grappe et al. 1997; Lukes et al. 2005). Aerodynamic drag can be investigated by field 
tests, wind tunnel measurements and numerical simulation by Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD).  

The use of CFD in wind engineering, also referred to as Computational Wind Engineering, has seen a rapid 
growth in the past 50 years (Blocken 2014). This growth has been strongly supported by the development of best 
practice guidelines for CFD (Casey and Wintergerste 2000, Franke et al. 2007, Britter and Schatzmann 2007, 
Tominaga et al. 2008, Blocken 2015) and review, overview and position papers (e.g. Stathopoulos 1997, 2002, 
Murakami 1997, Murakami et al. 1999, Meroney 2004, Blocken and Carmeliet 2004, Mochida and Lun 2008, 
Tominaga and Stathopoulos 2013, Blocken 2014, 2015). Indeed, also in cycling aerodynamics, several 
publications have reported CFD simulations (Hanna 2002, Lukes et al. 2004, Defraeye et al. 2010a, 2010b, 2011, 
2014, Blocken et al. 2013).  
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While most aerodynamic studies in cycling focused on the drag of a single (isolated) cyclist, several efforts 
have also been made to assess the effects of “drafting” (Kyle 1979, McCole et al. 1990, Hagberg and McCole 
1990, Zdravkovich et al. 1996, Olds 1998, Broker et al. 1999, Edwards and Byrnes 2007, Iniguez-de-la-Torre 
and Iniguez 2009, Blocken et al. 2013). In drafting, two or more cyclists ride close behind each other to reduce 
aerodynamic drag. This way, the trailing cyclist can benefit from the low pressure area behind the leading 
cyclist. Note that the focus of most of these studies was on the effects of the leading cyclist on the trailing cyclist, 
and not of the trailing one on the leading one. Concerning the latter aspect, Olds (1998) provided the following 
statement:   
 

“It has been suggested that riding close behind a leading cyclist will also assist the leading rider in that the 
low pressure area behind the cyclist will be “filled up” by the trailing rider. However, both Kyle (1979) and 
McCole et al. (1990) failed to find any measurable effect either in rolldown experiments or in field VO2 
measurements.”  
 

In 2013, Blocken et al. ascertained and quantified the upstream effect by a trailing rider on a leading rider. They 
performed CFD simulations with the steady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations and the 
standard k-ε model for three different cyclist positions (Upright position, Dropped position, Time-trial position) 
and for a range of separation distances between leading and trailing rider (d = 0.25 m, d = 0.5 m, d = 1 m, etc). 
For all positions, they found substantial drag reductions for the leading rider, up to 2.7% for the time-trial 
position. Inspired by the above-quoted argumentation by Olds (1998), they investigated the pressure fields 
between the leading and trailing cyclist, indeed revealing the mechanism as suggested by Olds (1998) and also 
providing further insights. The CFD simulations clearly indicated that the overpressure zone in front of the 
trailing rider interacts with the underpressure zone behind the leading rider, thereby reducing not only the size, 
but also the magnitude of the negative pressures in this zone. As a result, the drag of the leading rider reduces 
substantially, up to 2.7% for a distance of 0.01 m. While a distance of 0.01 m might seem unrealistic, it should 
be noted that it is not, as riders often ride in slightly staggered position with the rear wheel of the leading rider 
almost next to the front wheel of the trailing rider, which actually is closer together than the 0.01 m distance 
wheel-to-wheel.  

Extrapolating from these earlier findings, in this paper we set out to explore the aerodynamic impact by a 
following car on the drag of an elite cyclist. Note that the term “following car” is adopted from the rules and 
terminology of the International Cycling Union (UCI). As a car is a much larger body, thereby generating a 
much larger overpressure in front of it, the aerodynamic effect by the following car is expected to be much more 
pronounced compared to that of a trailing cyclist. It is well-known in elite cycling that a cyclist riding behind a 
car experiences a substantial reduction in drag. However, the upstream effect of a following car on the cyclist in 
front of it is not well-known and has, to the best of our knowledge, not yet been reported in the scientific 
literature. It is also not taken into account in elite cycling, as for individual time trials, the rules of the UCI only 
specify a minimum distance between rider and car of 10 m because of safety reasons (UCI 2015). Furthermore, 
during actual races, this limit is often not kept and not strictly enforced. Nevertheless, during individual time 
trials, there is always at least one, but often more following cars, potentially influencing the drag of the cyclist. 
The methodology employed in this study consists of a combination of CFD simulations and reduced-scale wind 
tunnel measurements. 
 
2. Wind tunnel experiments for cyclist and following car 
 
The experiments were performed in the low-speed closed-circuit wind tunnel VKI L-1B of the Von Karman 
Institute for Fluid Dynamics in Sint-Genesius-Rode, Belgium. The test section of the tunnel is 3 m wide and 2 m 
high. The full-scale dimensions of cyclist, bicycle and following car (typical station wagon team car) are given in 
Figure 1. Digital models of the cyclist were obtained with high-resolution 3D laser scanning (K-Scan, Nikon 
Metrology, Belgium) capturing the specific body characteristics of a given elite cyclist in time-trial position. The 
height and the weight of the cyclist were 183 cm and 72 kg, respectively. He was equipped with an aerodynamic 
helmet, glasses, gloves and a standard tight-fitting racing suit with long sleeves. In time-trial position, the frontal 
area was 0.34 m². The bicycle is a standard racing bicycle with open wheel at the front and disk wheel at the rear 
and a time-trial handlebar. Both wheels are fixed. To fully accommodate the body of the car in the wind tunnel at 
a blockage ratio below 3%, the models of cyclist, bicycle and car were manufactured at the scale ¼, yielding a 
blockage ratio of 2.7%. The set-up of the models is shown in Figure 2. The velocity profile in the test section 
was uniform except for the boundary layers on the walls. The force platform with the bicycle and cyclist was 
positioned at the immediate exit of the wind tunnel contraction, i.e. at the entrance of the wind tunnel test section, 
to limit boundary layer development. The platform was set at 0.02 m from the lower wind tunnel wall, for the 
bicycle to be outside of the steepest part of the boundary layer on this wall, because this boundary layer is also 
not present in reality, i.e. on the road surface, if there is no wind flow.  



 

Measurements were performed at different approach-flow reference wind speed values, ranging from 5over 
10 to 15 m/s, at which Reynolds number independence was achieved. The nominal turbulence intensity at the 
inlet of the test section was 2%. Note that the approach-flow conditions of very low turbulence intensity in the 
wind tunnel tests in this study and in most other wind tunnel experiments on cyclist aerodynamics (i.e. uniform 
mean velocity profile and low turbulence intensity) are representative for the case where only the cyclist is 
moving and where the speed of the surrounding air is zero. This situation is typically found in indoor 
environments (e.g. a velodrome) or outdoor in the absence of wind. Measurements were performed for 
separation distances, measured between rear wheel and front car bumper, of d = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 8 m.  

Drag in cycling is often quantified by the drag area ACD (m²), which is the product of the frontal area of the 
cyclist (A) and the drag coefficient (CD). It relates the drag force (FD) to the dynamic pressure (U²/2): 
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where ρ is the density of air (kg/m3) and U∞ the approach-flow air speed (m/s). The drag force, i.e. the horizontal 
component parallel to the wind direction and bicycle, was measured using a force transducer with a precision of 
0.05 N. The data were sampled at 2 kHz for 10 s. The measurements were made at 1.018 bar and 1.23 kg/m³. 
The measurement results will be reported together with the simulation results in the next sections.  
 
3. CFD simulations: computational settings and parameters 
 
3.1. Computational geometry and domain  
 
For grid generation, surface details in the geometrical model were smoothed out to some extent and the bicycle 
was simplified. Simulations were performed for separation distances d = 1, 2, 3, 5, 7.5, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 20 m. 
Full-scale and reduced-scale simulations gave identical results, therefore only full-scale simulations are reported 
in the remainder of this paper.  

The cyclist and car were placed in a computational domain with size according to best practice guidelines 
(Franke et al. 2007, Tominaga et al. 2008). The size of the computational domain was L x W x H = 33.45 x 16.8 
x 9.45 m³ for d = 1 m. For the other separation distances, the length L of the computational domain was extended 
accordingly. The maximum blockage ratio was 1.6%, which is well below the recommended maximum value of 
3% (Franke et al. 2007, Tominaga et al. 2008). The distance of the inlet plane to the single or leading cyclist was 
chosen sufficiently large (i.e. 7.52 m) in order to avoid pressure gradients in/near the inlet plane. 
 
3.2. Computational grid  
 
The grids were based on grid-sensitivity analysis and grid generation guidelines in CFD (Casey and Wintergerste 
2000, Franke et al. 2007, Tominaga et al. 2008). A high resolution of cells was used in the boundary-layer region, 
with the wall-adjacent cell center point at only 30 μm from the body surface. This was needed to allow proper 
employment of the (scalable) wall functions based on the dimensionless wall unit y*, which was kept in the 
range between 4 and 334. The dimensionless wall unit is defined as: 
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where u* is a friction velocity based on the turbulent kinetic energy kP in the wall-adjacent cell centre point P 
and on the constant C (= 0.09): 
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Note that often the parameters y+ and u+ are used instead of y* and u*. However, the alternatively defined 
parameters y* and u* have the advantage that they allow to specify grid resolution requirements even at 
locations in the flow field where the shear stress w is zero, which occurs at stagnation and reattachment points, 
i.e. at the cyclists arms, legs, chest, face and helmet. In that case, y+ is zero irrespective of the local grid 
resolution yP, and cannot be used to specify the grid requirements The alternative parameter y*, however, will 
not be zero because it is based on kP (Casey and Wintergerste 2000, Blocken et al. 2009, Defraeye et al. 2010). 
While 60 μm cells are used at the body surface, further away from the surface, tetrahedral cells were used with 



 

an average cell size of about 0.02 m, and hexahedral cells with a cell size of 0.02 m and more. The grids for the 
cyclist and car configurations contained about 27.9 x106 cells. Figure 4a-c display part of the grids. The 
footprints of the cells on the cyclist bodies and the cells in the vertical centerplane are shown. The figures 
illustrate the very high grid resolution close to the body.   

 
3.3. Boundary conditions 
 
At the inlet, a uniform velocity of 15 m/s was imposed with a turbulence intensity of 1 x 10-6 %, representing the 
relative air movement due to cycling at this velocity in still air (zero wind speed). The cyclist body surface was 
modeled as a no-slip boundary wall with zero roughness, at which scalable wall functions were assigned 
(Grotjans and Menter 1998). Note that some recent studies on cyclist aerodynamics used low-Reynolds number 
modelling (LRNM) instead of wall functions (Defraeye et al. 2010a, 2010b, 2011, 2014, Blocken et al. 2013). In 
the present study however, some parts of the near-wall grid are too coarse for LRNM. For the bottom, side and 
top boundaries of the domain, a slip-wall boundary (symmetry) was used. Slip walls assume that the normal 
velocity component and the normal gradients at the boundary are zero, resulting in flow parallel to the boundary. 
At the outlet of the computational domain, ambient static pressure was imposed. 
 
3.4. Governing equations and solver settings 
 
The 3D steady RANS equations were solved with the standard k- model (Jones and Launder 1972) for closure. 
The choice of the standard k- model was made based on a previous extensive validation study for the 
aerodynamics of a single cyclist, including the standard, realizable and Re-normalization Group (RNG) k- 
model, the standard k- model, the Shear-Stress Transport (SST) k- model and Large Eddy Simulation. This 
study, reported in (Defraeye et al. 2010b), showed that the k- model most accurately predicted the drag, with an 
underestimation of 4% compared to the corresponding wind tunnel result.  

Pressure-velocity coupling was taken care of by the SIMPLEC algorithm, pressure interpolation was second 
order and second-order discretisation schemes were used for both the convection terms and the viscous terms of 
the governing equations. Gradients are computed with the least-squares cell-based method (Ansys 2013), which 
is different from earlier simulations in cycling aerodynamics that used the Green-Gauss cell-based method 
(Defraeye et al. 2010a, 2010b). The simulations were performed with the commercial CFD code ANSYS Fluent 
15 (Ansys 2013) which uses the control volume method. Convergence was monitored carefully and the iterations 
were terminated when all residuals showed no further reduction with increasing number of iterations. At this 
stage, the scaled residuals were about 10-4 for continuity, 10-7 for momentum, 10-5 for turbulent kinetic energy 
and 10-5 for turbulence dissipation rate. 
 
4. CFD simulations: results  
 
4.1. Drag reductions and validation 
 
Figure 5 displays the CFD results and the wind tunnel results in terms of drag reduction of the system “cyclist 
and bicycle”, relative to the case without a following car present. The drag reduction due to the presence of a 
following car at d = 1 m reaches above 13% but it rapidly decreases with increasing separation distance. The 
average deviation between the CFD simulations and the wind tunnel measurements is 0.1 % of drag reduction. 
The numerical values of the drag reduction from the CFD simulations are given in Table 1.   
 
4.2. Analysis of pressure fields 
 
Figure 6 shows the pressure coefficient Cp in the vertical centerplane for the cyclist and the following car at 12 
separation distances. Figure 7 shows the same, but in a horizontal plane at waist height of the cyclist. The 
pressure coefficient is defined as:  
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where P is the static pressure and P0 the reference static pressure (= atmospheric pressure). The legend in Figures 
6 and 7 has been limited to the interval [-0.025; 0.025], to more clearly highlight the changes in the static 
pressure field. Note that the actual maximum and minimum (absolute) values of Cp are much larger. The figures 
clearly show the area of overpressure in front of the cyclist and the area of underpressure behind the cyclist. 



 

They also show the much larger area of overpressure in front of the car, and the much larger area of 
underpressure above the car. When the distance between cyclist and car decreases, the overpressure area in front 
of the car more strongly interacts with the underpressure area behind the cyclist, thereby reducing this 
underpressure area.  

Figure 8 and 9 show the pressure coefficient on the surface of cyclist body and bicycle, illustrating that the 
absolute value of the underpressure on these surfaces decreases as the car is positioned closer to the cyclist. This 
explains the – at first sight maybe counterintuitive – observation that the presence of a following car decreases 
the drag of the cyclist.  
 
5. Potential impact on individual time trials  
 
We developed a nomogram, shown in Figure 10, that indicates the time reduction (compared to the case of 
cyclist without following car) in an individual time trial. The horizontal axis contains the time trial distance, and 
the separation distance d between cyclist and car is used as a parameter.  It can be seen that for a typical time 
trial distance of 50 km and for realistic separation distances 3, 5 and 10 m, the potential time reduction by 
exploiting the aerodynamic effect by the following car is 62.4s, 24.1s and 3.9 s, respectively. It should be noted 
however that the nomogram is based on the geometrical characteristics of the cyclist, bicycle and car and on zero 
wind speed conditions. Different geometrical characteristics and different wind speed conditions will yield 
different nomograms.  

As elite cyclist time trials are often won based on seconds or sometimes even less, these differences can be 
decisive for who wins the stage. Therefore, it is recommended that the UCI not only raises its current minimum 
separation distance of 10 m to at least 30 m, but also strictly enforces it, to avoid this unwanted aerodynamic 
effect that can influence the outcome of the race. While 30 m might seem a large distance, it should be noted that 
the time reduction with this separation distance for an individual time trial of 50 km still corresponds to 0.3 s.  

 
6. Discussion  
 
To the best knowledge of the authors, the impact of a following car on the drag of a cyclist has not yet been 
investigated in the scientific literature. The present study is based on high-resolution CFD simulations and on 
validation with wind-tunnel measurements. Both CFD simulations and wind tunnel measurements allowed to 
ascertain and quantify the substantial drag reduction exerted by a following car on a cyclist. However, the 
present study is also subjected to some important limitations, which are briefly mentioned below, together with 
some directions for future research. 

A main limitation of the study is that the bicycle wheels and cyclist legs were stationary, so only static air 
resistance was considered. This is important, because under normal circumstances the rotation of the legs 
disturbs the airstream. Future research should focus on analysing the drag reductions at different pedalling 
frequencies.  

The present study only considered a single geometry of cyclist, bicycle and car. Further research can include 
cyclists of different height and weight, and with different positions on the bicycle. Although the car geometry 
chosen was that of a typical team car, further research could also include different car types.  

Finally, all simulations were performed assuming zero wind speed conditions, i.e. the movement of air was 
only due to the movement of the cyclist, bicycle and car in still air. Further studies should investigate the effects 
of cross wind on the aerodynamic interaction between cyclist and following car. 
 
7. Summary and conclusions 
 
It is well-known in elite cycling that a cyclist riding behind a car experiences a substantial reduction in drag. 
However, the upstream effect of a following car on the cyclist in front of it is not well-known and has, to the best 
of our knowledge, not yet been reported in the scientific literature.  

This study presents the results of CFD simulations and wind tunnel measurements to ascertain and quantify 
the upstream effect by a following car on the drag of the cyclist. CFD simulations are performed based on the 
steady-state Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations with the standard k-ε model for closure. The 
simulations are validated based on a series of wind tunnel measurements. The drag reduction for the cyclist 
ranges from 3.7% over 1.4% to 0.2% for realistic separation distances of 3, 5 and 10 m, respectively. The CFD 
simulations allow to investigate the static pressure field. Especially for low separation distances (d < 10 m), there 
is a clear interaction between the overpressure zone in front of the car and the underpressure zone behind the 
cyclist. This interaction leads to less pronounced underpressure behind the cyclist, and therefore to a lower drag 
of the cyclist. Based on the CFD simulations, a nomogram was developed that allows to assess the time 
reduction that can be obtained in an individual time trial by a cyclist closely followed by a team car, versus a 
cyclist not followed by a car, or only at a much larger distance. For a typical 50 km individual time trial, the 



 

potential time reduction by exploiting the drag reduction by the car is 62.4s, 24.1s and 3.9 s, respectively. As 
elite cyclist time trials are often won based on seconds or sometimes even less, these differences can be decisive 
for who wins the stage. 

To the best of our knowledge, this effect is not taken into account in elite cycling, as for individual time trials, 
the rules of the International Cycling Union (UCI) only specify a minimum distance between rider and car of 10 
m because of safety reasons. Furthermore, during actual races, this limit is often not kept and not strictly 
enforced. During individual time trials, there is always at least one, but often more following cars, potentially 
influencing the aerodynamic resistance of the cyclist. Therefore, it is recommended that the UCI not only raises 
its current minimum separation distance of 10 m to at least 30 m, but also strictly enforces it, to avoid this 
unwanted aerodynamic effect that can influence the outcome of the race. 
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FIGURES AND TABLES 
 
 

Figure 1. Computational geometry of cyclist and following car and definition of separation distance d. 
 

Figure 2. Set-up of model of cyclist and car in the wind tunnel. 
 



 

Figure 3. Computational domain  
 

 
Figure 4. Hybrid computational grid on cyclist, bicycle and car in vertical centerplanes for a separation distance 
d = 1 m.  



 

 

Figure 5. Drag reduction of cyclist due to presence of car by CFD simulations and wind tunnel measurements. 
 



 

Figure 6. Pressure coefficients CP in the vertical centerplane for cyclist followed by car for separation distances 
from d = 1 m up to 30 m, at cycling speed of 15 m/s (= 54 km/h). 
 



 

Figure 7. Pressure coefficients CP in the horizontal plane at waist height of the cyclist followed by car for 
separation distances from d = 1 m up to 30 m, at cycling speed of 15 m/s (= 54 km/h). 
 



 

Figure 8. Pressure coefficients CP on the body of the cyclist and bicycle followed by car for separation distances 
from d = 1 m up to 30 m, at cycling speed of 15 m/s (= 54 km/h). 
 



 

Figure 9. Pressure coefficients CP on the body of the cyclist and bicycle followed by car for separation distances 
from d = 1 m up to 30 m, at cycling speed of 15 m/s (= 54 km/h). 
 



 

Figure 10. Nomogram indicating potential time reduction in an individual time trial as a function of the time trial 
distance, with the separation distance between cyclist and car as a parameter.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1. Drag reduction (DR) in percent as a function of separation distance d between cyclist and car. 
 

d (m) 1 2 3 4 5 8 10 12 15 20 25 30 
DR (%) 13.67 7.03 3.71 2.10 1.44 0.45 0.23 0.18 0.11 0.03  0.02 0.02  

 
 
 
 


